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A SOCIALIST BLUEPRINT
FOR A POST-COVID IRELAND

Ireland and the wider world have been
thrown into crisis by the spread of the
coronavirus. The economic and social
effects of the pandemic will be far
reaching and unprecedented. It is our
duty to ensure that Ireland protects the
weakest in society while the virus courses
through our nation, and that we save as
many lives as possible.
During the extended state of
lockdown we have seen people vastly
change their lifestyles: How we work has
changed, how we communicate has
changed, how we cooperate has changed.
Times have changed, and it is time for the
Irish state to change with them. The
nationalisation of hospitals and the
implementation
of
the
Covid
unemployment payment have shown us
that claims from the right wing
establishment of a socialist Ireland being
unachievable are greatly exaggerated.
As Ireland emerges from the
lockdown, we have never had a greater
opportunity to organise and to reboot this
republic. Together, we can realise a new
vision of Ireland based on the values of
solidarity,
community,
justice
and
renewal. We can build a new republic, one
that works for all. What follows is the
foundation that Labour Youth believes
can be laid for a renewed socialist
republic, one based on the values of
Connolly that Ireland so desperately
needs. We hope that you will join us, to
unite and fight together, for a new
Ireland.

REOPENING
IRELAND

REOPENING IRELAND
As we emerge from the month long state of lockdown, this
transitional phase is vital in rebooting Ireland. We cannot allow a
return to ‘business as usual’. Utmost care must be taken to protect
the forward steps made during this crisis. In the short term Ireland
must:

RETAIN THE PANDEMIC PAYMENT
The pandemic payment has relieved stress for hundreds of thousands in Ireland
and it is vital that the payment be maintained to provide financial security to the
unemployed as we prepare for an economic recession.

KEEP RENTS FROZEN
Security of tenure and payable rents must be maintained during the transition away
from lockdown. Ireland’s private rental market is still controlled by landlords and
strong protections must be kept in place to ensure a fundamental right to housing for
all.

PERMANTLY NATIONALISE HOSPITALS
The radical decision to nationalise private health infrastructure to fight the pandemic
was made far too late. Coronavirus is not Ireland’s only medical emergency as ongoing
overcrowding of hospitals and a trolley crisis remains. We must ensure fair access to
healthcare for all and not allow the wealthy to bypass this by using private hospitals.

RELIEVE STUDENTS
With campuses closed and online learning facilities less than adequate, third level
students are missing out on a large amount of the education they expect to receive.
Students must be included in solidarity payments and their security of housing must be
protected. Registration fees should be cut to account for the financial strain placed on
students and their families and the lack of full in-person education.

PROVIDE INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY
Many countries are suffering during this pandemic. Countries in the Global South are
struggling with a lack of healthcare infrastructure. The so-called “frugal five” betray the
EU value of solidarity by refusing to allow investment and solidarity payments to go
ahead and help struggling member states. It is important that Ireland continues to
support countries that are facing health crises and that we fight for strong recovery
measures on a European level.

SOLIDARITY

SOLIDARITY
Solidarity forever. Solidarity is a core value of socialism and is
vitally important to our movement. When we reboot our republic
we need to rediscover this core value at the heart of our state. In
recent years populist right wing politicians like Leo Varadkar
have used slogans such as “Welfare cheats cheat us all” to erode
the sense of solidarity within our society, to turn working people
against each other. Only through solidarity can we unite against
the ultra wealthy in society who continue to exploit us.

REVAMP INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
Trade unions are one of the most important forms of worker solidarity, and the
Industrial Relations Act of 1990 has overstayed its welcome. We must revitalise
our system of industrial relations towards the core value of solidarity. This must
include a constitutional right to collective bargaining. This must include an end
to bogus self-employment and the gig-economy. Trade union organisers should
be guaranteed a right of access to a workplace, and trade unions must not be
muzzled and be allowed to take political positions and strike for them. When a
government won’t act, workers must be allowed to act collectively for necessary
change.

A JUST TRANSITION
One thing that cannot remain when Ireland leaves lockdown is our dangerous
climate policy, but with that change we cannot allow green capitalism to take
hold. At the heart of every climate decision will be workers. Creating a low
carbon economy is a tremendous challenge but provides a unique opportunity to
restructure our economy and create well paid public jobs with a publicly owned
system of energy production.

HOUSING FOR ALL
Ireland’s current system of housing has become far too reliant on the greed of
developers. It is time to begin a vast programme of public housing
construction, and to end the sale of public land for private housing. It is time
to enshrine renters rights, it is time to freeze rents. By providing housing
based on need rather than ability to pay, we can create a truly solidaristic
system of housing.

PUBLIC SERVICES
A vital part of a solidaristic society is ensuring that well funded public services
are available to all based on a principle of universality. We must fully
implement the Sláintecare report’s recommendations and end an unfair twotier system of healthcare. The new healthcare system must also provide swift
access to necessary healthcare for trans individuals. We must ensure that free
universal childcare is provided for all and allow working parents to flourish.
We must properly fund schools and third level institutions to provide vital
support to students, emergency or otherwise. Only through well run, well
funded public services can we provide support and solidarity to those who
struggle in today’s Ireland.

COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY
A rebooted republic would be one based on the core value of
community. When we cooperate, we thrive. By working together
at grassroots and local levels, we can build our own environments
and take care of each other and foster a great sense of
comradery. Instead of our workplaces being controlled by bosses
and shareholders we can create democratic communities in the
workplace. By enabling cultural vibrance and tolerance within
our communities we can band together and create a truly
supportive Ireland for all.

CO-OPERATIVES
In order to create democratic communities in the workplace we must start
with heavy encouragement of worker co-operatives. This model of business
ensures that firms are beholden to their workers rather than shareholders
who have no interest in creating safe workspaces unless it will benefit the
bottom line. Allowing workers to elect their bosses and make collective
decisions about their workplaces is a step that must be taken to ensure that
our republic is democratic in all of its aspects.

PUBLIC OWNERSHIP
The ongoing privatisation of Ireland’s assets must be ended. All manners of land,
state companies and other assets are of far better use to communities than
vulture funds. By decentralising services and allowing them to be tailor made to
the communities in which they operate, we can bring people together. Residents
are being priced out of their own communities by services such as AirBnB which
the pandemic has shown has severely cut our housing supply. AirBnB must be
banned. Further efforts to bring infrastructure back into public hands must be
made, this must include a state monopoly on the insurance industry to prevent
insurance companies from exploiting and discriminating.

CULTURAL VIBRANCY
Creators must be placed at the centre of our communities. By providing local
cultural institutions and workers with adequate funding we can create strong
community identities that foster solidarity and respect between neighbours. This
would include expanding access to cultural activities within communities through
public funding and building up local sports clubs and community spaces that
bring residents together. By uniting communities through cultural activity, we
can fight together for the services and democracy that our communities need.

WELCOMING SPACES
When we rebuild our communities we need to ensure that they are safe and
tolerant places. LGBTQ+ individuals must feel safe within their communities and
LGBTQ+ rights must be enshrined with adequate punishment for hate speech.
Individuals facing stigma must always feel supported in their communities, this
includes drug users battling addiction, who cannot be shunned or prosecuted and
must be given proper health-based treatment in community environments.

JUSTICE

JUSTICE
Irish society and the capitalist economy that governs it are
unjust. The wealthy are becoming wealthier during this
pandemic while many workers are struggling to get by.
Provocateurs and bigots trod on the most vulnerable in society
in an effort to divide us. We need to bring economic and social
justice to Ireland. Capitalists constantly exploit workers and it is
the state’s job to correct this injustice. We cannot rely on the
markets to solve our problems anymore, we need real and
effective intervention to create a fair Ireland.

END WORKER EXPLOITATION
Our current system of employment is vastly stacked in favour of the employer. Zero
hour contracts and a low minimum wage allow employers a huge amount of
unearned power over workers. By abolishing these unfair contracts and
guaranteeing all workers a living wage, including young workers and childcare
workers, we can ensure that employers are carrying out their social duty to pay
their employees. Public sector workers’ pay is in the state’s hands already as well
and Ireland needs to increase public sector pay as those that keep our society
running, such as teachers and health workers, are not fairly compensated.

FAIR TAXATION
The wealthy in Ireland do not pay enough into the running of our society. Taxation
on expensive private assets, corporate profits and enormous salaries needs to be
made fair. Those who move wealth around our society are not contributing to the
society whose wealth it benefits from, while those who really keep Ireland running
providing essential services and public goods are struggling to make ends meet. Tax
justice cannot be more important to rebooting Ireland.

TEAR DOWN SYSTEMIC RACISM
The murder of George Floyd and the consequential protests that erupted and
continue to operate across the world have been a wakeup call. Racial minorities
suffer at the hands of the privileged in our society and we need to call out and fight
racism wherever we see it in our communities. We must provide vital support to
the Traveller community which has been continuously deprived of access to
services and fight against anti-Traveller racism. The racist structure of Direct
Provision needs to be totally dismantled and asylum seekers need to be treated as
equals rather than otherised as they have been by successive right wing
governments.

CLIMATE JUSTICE
A core message we have received from political leaders is one about individual
responsibility when it comes to climate. This message however is not about
protecting our climate but protecting the wealthy. We cannot preach individual
responsibility when just one hundred companies are responsible for 71% of carbon
emissions. Climate change is a structural problem and it requires large scale action
by a state unafraid of the influence of polluters. Stopping climate change means
punishing large corporations that repeatedly shirk their responsibilities.

RENEWAL

RENEWAL
Our republic has endured a century of chaos, but its
structures are stale. Young people nowadays are set to be
the first modern generation to be poorer than their parents.
As well as new policies, new life needs to be breathed into
our democracy. A renewed society is one where young people
aren’t struggling for their basic needs. A renewed society is
one where we learn differently and think differently, a
society that challenges all of our preconceived notions about
what it should be.

INVEST IN YOUTH
It is important that our republic fights against generational inequality and realises
that the youth of Ireland are its future. An increase in the rate of capital
acquisitions tax should be applied to fund a social dividend paid to 21 year olds
every year. We should implement a grant to install young farmers and allow young
people the influence to shape society and their communities around them. Only
through a new generation can we truly renew Irish society.

OVERHAUL EDUCATION
The chaos around the cancellation of the Leaving Cert this year is just one of the
many signs that our education system is dated. Our education system should not
be a conveyor belt to place young people into the workforce, but it should be a
critical and enriching experience. Grades do not sum up the intelligence or worth of
an individual and we ought to rebuild our education system to reflect that. The
Catholic ethos of many public schools also needs to be curtailed, and proper sexual
and relationship education inclusive of LGBTQ+ individuals needs to be taught

REBUILD OUR INFRASTRUCTURE
Much of Ireland remains disconnected by the existing state of public transport,
and people are forced into cars to fulfil their everyday needs. The frequency of
buses and trains needs to be increased and the cost of public transport needs to
start dropping. New transport links must be built to connect our communities and
refresh our environment. Homes should be retrofitted in line with best climate
practice alongside a programme of building social housing. A new Ireland is a
green Ireland that connects us and protects our rich wildlife and landscapes.

A MULTI-CULTURAL SOCIETY
As borders become more fluid and people move around the world, our society is
enriched by cultural exchange. We must make sure that everyone feels welcome in
a renewed Ireland by supporting migrants and their families. To reflect our
changing society our democratic and cultural institutions such as the Dáil and RTÉ,
need to promote diverse voices and a tolerant social atmosphere to develop as
barriers between cultures are broken down. A rebooted and renewed republic is
one that welcomes and embraces all.

'BE
RADICAL,
OR BE
REDUNDANT'
- Brendan Corish

